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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel method for
the anonymization of sign language footage: given a source
RGB video of a sign language user, we conceal the identity of
the original signer by reproducing the video using animated
cartoon characters. Our method pays particular attention to
the cues that are important for sign language communication,
transferring the motion and articulation of the hands, upper
body and head of the real signer to the cartoon character in
a faithful manner. To effectively capture these cues, we build
upon an effective combination of the most robust and reliable
deep learning methods for body, hand and face tracking that have
been introduced lately. Our system first extracts the skeleton pose
sequence from the input video as well as the cartoon’s skeleton
from its reference figure. The extracted skeletons are then fed
into our skeleton retargeting algorithm, which combines the bone
lengths from the cartoon character with the pose information
from the human signer. The recombined parameters are then
used as input to a recursive kinematic tree-based algorithm,
which retargets the input skeleton pose sequence to the cartoon’s
skeleton. Finally, the reproduced frames of the signing cartoon
are generated from the retargeted skeleton pose sequence. To the
best of our knowledge, our method is the first to implement
video reproduction using cartoon characters as a solution to
the challenging task of sign language video anonymization. We
conduct qualitative evaluations to demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach and the promising results that we obtain.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is estimated that tens of millions of Deaf worldwide
use Sign Language (SL) as their native language [1]–[4]. At
the same time, most of them have limited reading/writing
skills in the spoken language, which for them is a foreign
language with a fundamentally different grammatical structure.
This puts them at a severe disadvantage in many contexts,
including social life, education, work, usage of computers and
the Internet. SL technologies can support the Deaf community
by building systems that facilitate their communication with
the rest population [5]. This has been an active research area
during the last three decades, but it was only in the last years
that it started maturing, thanks to the introduction of novel deep
learning methods that yielded highly robust and promising
results on the challenging tasks of Sign Language Recognition
[6]–[11], Translation [12]–[14] and Production [15]–[17].

Deep learning approaches require the availability of large-
scale SL corpora which is very limited due to participants’
concerns over privacy and video misuse [18]. Therefore, there
is an urge to increase the amount of publicly available data
and thereby further improve the performance of SL systems.
In addition, special attention must be paid in cases of videos
of SL datasets that refer to third-party personal information
(e.g. names or personal data of other people). At the same time,
one of the important barriers that the Deaf are currently facing
is related to their ability for online participation, especially in

cases where the option of anonymity is a valuable tool for
constructing a safe space to discuss sensitive, controversial
or personal topics in social media or other online platforms
[19]: In contrast to the users of spoken languages who can
easily communicate anonymously by just typing a text, the
SL users can only communicate in their native language by
using a camera capturing their hands, body and face during
signing, which reveals their identity. Since all these body parts
convey cues that are important for SL communication [4],
it becomes evident that there is no easy way to conceal the
signers’ identity through simple video editing approaches.

The aforementioned problems have recently attracted the
interest of the research community, resulting to some special-
ized systems that seek to anonymize SL videos. This is a
particularly difficult task due to the challenges in capturing,
representing and retargeting the human motions during signing,
for example: extremely fast motion and articulation of the
hands, complex interactions between the different body parts
(e.g. between the two hands or between each of the hands and
the face), large variability and complexity of hand configura-
tions, and inter-signer variations due to anatomical differences.
Video anonymization methods can be divided according to
whether they conceal all or part of a video, or they reproduce a
video [20]. Regarding previous works on concealing, the tech-
niques of blackening [21] and pixelation [22] have been used
to protect third-parties anonymity by suppressing references
to people or places [20]. In particular, Bleicken et al. [21] use
one or more black rectangles to anonymize parts of the video
data from the Public DGS Corpus where people’s names are
mentioned. In [22] the author inspects the video recordings of
a small British SL Corpus for any signs that refer to third-
party data. Then, throughout the duration of these signs, a
pixellation filter is applied to the signer’s hands and mouth to
remove any personal data [20], [22]. Bragg et al. [18] address
the privacy concerns by using greyscale and animoji filters to
conceal the identity of the participants. While these methods
can increase people’s willingness to contribute to SL datasets,
they have a negative impact on sign comprehension and imply
an inevitable loss of information which in turn can deteriorate
the performance of trained models. Other methods guarantee
total anonymity of the signers by reproducing the videos
using actors. However, such procedures are labour-intensive
and require a significant amount of time and equipment [20].
Saunders et al. [23] propose a deep learning framework for the
generation of photo-realistic retargeted videos of the source
signer, using novel synthesized human appearances instead of
the original signer appearance and building upon recent prior
work on photo-realistic SL production using Generative Adver-
sarial Networks (GANs) [15], [24]. Even though this method
opens new pathways towards photo-realistic SL synthesis, the
synthesized frames include artifacts and the synthesized human
appearances are not always convincing as being real, having
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed pipeline: First, we extract the skeleton pose sequences from the input sign language video and the cartoon’s reference image.
These are then fed into our skeleton retargeting algorithm which combines the pose information from the original signer with the bone lengths from the cartoon
character and generates the ordered sequence of retargeted skeletons. Finally, we generate every frame of the reproduced cartoon video.

the risk of “falling” into the so-called “uncanny valley” [25].
Especially in cases where the synthesized videos are produced
for other humans to watch (e.g. the aforementioned case of
anonymized online participation), this can have a negative
effect in their engagement and solutions that do not target
photo-realism might be preferable.

In terms of the more general problem of robust human
pose estimation, recent advances in the field have made it
possible even in the case of simple RGB input [26], [27].
OpenPose [28] is the first and one of the most popular
bottom-up approach for multi-person human pose estimation.
MediaPipe [29] is an open-source, cross-platform framework
for developing machine learning pipelines for multimodal data
processing. Among others, it can be used to implement human
face detection, hand tracking and high-fidelity pose tracking.
Unlike OpenPose, MediaPipe infers 3D landmarks rather than
2D. However, there is currently no single MediaPipe module
available that tracks the face, pose and hand landmarks while
also being fully trained to predict their depth.

SL video anonymization tackled by this paper is effectively
a special case of the more general problem of motion re-
targeting, which involves exploiting human pose estimation
to transfer the pose sequence from a source to any target
character. With the advent of deep learning, new methods of
motion retargeting have been introduced to robustly solve this
challenging problem [30]–[37]. Chan et al. [30] propose a sim-
ple yet effective method that generates temporal coherent video
results and is capable of handling different body structures.
Aberman et al. [31] train a deep neural network to decompose
2D pose input sequences into dynamic (motion) and static
(skeleton and camera view-angle) components, which can then
be recombined to generate new motions. Similarly to [31],
Yang et al. [32] perform 2D motion retargeting by combin-
ing the extracted motion from the source sequence with the
extracted structure from the target sequence. These methods
all use 2D label maps, which are then fed into a pre-trained
image-to-image generator [38], to render the retargeted video
frames. Despite their particularly promising results, they do
not focus on transferring the fine details of hand articulation,
which makes them not suitable for SL anonymization since
they cannot retain some of the most important cues of SL
communication [39].

In this paper, we are the first to use cartoon avatars
for SL anonymization. We argue that this offers advantages
as compared to previous approaches, since it avoids falling

Fig. 2. The skeleton models (left) and the corresponding kinematic trees
(right) for the torso and hand regions.

into the “uncanny valley” and is more likely to increase the
engagement of the human viewers. In addition, when cartoon-
based anonymization is used, the majority of deaf and hard-
of-hearing participants seem to be more willing to contribute
in SL corpora, as evidenced by a recent user study exploring
signers’ privacy concerns [18]. Therefore, given the reliable
retargeting results that we achieve, our method is anticipated
to contribute in the solution to the SL data scarcity problem.
Furthermore, in contrast to the recent prior art, our method is
especially designed to be lightweight and capable of efficiently
running on just a CPU, achieving near real-time performance
and without requiring specialized hardware such as GPU. We
present results of our method as applied to several different
signers, demonstrating the particularly promising results that
we obtain under challenging continuous signing and across
different genders and body structures. Finally, we introduce
an online demo that further showcases the potential and
capabilities of our cartoon-based retargeting approach.

II. METHODOLOGY

Overview: Our method takes a source sign language video and
a reference image of a cartoon character as inputs and retargets
the human signer’s performed manual (handshape, hand orien-
tation, location, and movement) and non-manual signs (head,
upper body motions) to the input cartoon character. The main
steps are visualized in the pipeline of Fig. 1.

Formally, given a source SL video X = (x1, ..., xN )
and a reference cartoon image x̃1, it generates a new video
Y = (y1, ..., yN ) of an animated cartoon, where the signing
of the original signer is retargeted to the cartoon character.
The proposed pipeline consists of three main components: a)
skeleton extraction, b) skeleton retargeting, and c) skeleton-to-
cartoon image generation, presented in the following sections.

A. Skeleton Extraction

We first extract the skeleton pose sequence from the source
SL video using both the MediaPipe (MP) Pose and Holistic



Fig. 3. Retargeting results. The first column of each section shows the original signer and the second column shows the retargeted frame of the cartoon character.
Examples of failure cases are highlighted in red. Please zoom in for details. Video versions of the results can be found at: https://youtu.be/SXFjdMlKEhE

modules, since the Holistic model is not fully trained to
predict the depth of the pose landmarks. Since upper body
videos are used in this work, we only use 9 of the 33 3D
landmarks that MP Pose infers in the form of image pixel
coordinates. Specifically, we exclude those corresponding to
the face (except the nose), hands, and lower body. We use MP
Holistic to track the face and hands, inferring 510 landmarks
in total. Thus, every frame i ∈ [1, N ] is represented by a pose
vector pi = (l1, ..., lK) of 3D landmarks coordinates lj =
(ljx , ljy , ljz ), where K = 519 is the number of tracked joints.
After processing all N frames of the original input video, the
sequence of skeleton poses P = (p1, ...,pN ) is extracted.
Similarly, the cartoon’s skeleton pose, p̃1 = (̃l1, ..., l̃K), is
extracted from its reference image, x̃1, in the exact same way
as we did for the original signer. For clarity, we denote the
joint in the middle of the shoulders as lroot and l̃root for the
original signer and cartoon character, respectively. Also, we
will hereafter refer to torso as the human body part apart from
the head, hands and legs.

B. Skeleton Retargeting

We propose a skeleton retargeting algorithm that generates
a new skeleton sequence given the original signer’s sequence
and the cartoon character’s skeleton representation (see Sec.
A). Our method preserves the cartoon’s skeletal structure and
is based on the use of kinematic trees to separate bone length
information from skeleton pose. The skeleton models and the
corresponding kinematic trees for the torso and hand regions
are shown in Fig. 2. For the construction of the head kinematic
tree we assume that the root joint (i.e., nose) is connected to
the remaining 467 facial landmarks and that there are no other
edges. The retargeting process begins with the estimation of
the cartoon’s bone lengths, which is followed by the execution
of the proposed 3D-based skeleton retargeting algorithm.

1) Bone Lengths Estimation: To apply the extracted pose
sequence of the original signer to the cartoon character which
may have very different bone lengths and proportions, we must
first estimate its bone lengths. These are calculated from the
joint positions in the cartoon’s skeleton representation using
the standard 3D euclidean distance formula. Let Lj denote the
length of the bone that connects joint j with its parent at the
kinematic tree (see Fig. 2). Then, the following sets of head,

torso and left hand bone lengths are calculated:

Lhead = (L1, ..., L467) (1)
Lleft hand = (L1, ..., L20) (2)

Ltorso = (L11, L13, L15, L23, L25) (3)

where we made the following symmetry assumptions:

Lright hand = Lleft hand (4)

Ltorso : L12 = L11, L14 = L13, L16 = L15, L24 = L23 (5)

2) Retargeting Algorithm: Let lj and lparent be the 3D
coordinates of joint j and its parent at a random frame of
the input SL video. Also, let Dj denote the joint’s direction
with regard to its parent at the same frame. The following
algorithm is applied to each of the four kinematic trees and
recursively calculates the 3D coordinates, l̂j , of their joints
for every frame of the reproduced cartoon video:

1: INPUT: P ′ = (p′
1, ...,p

′
N ) |p′

i = {lj ∈ pi ∧ j∈body part}
2: for every p′

i ∈ P ′ do
3: for every lj ∈ p′

i do
4: if joint = root then
5: T j ← 0
6: else
7: l̂j ← lparent +Dj · Lj

8: T j ← l̂j − lj
9: end if

10: end for
11: for every joint do
12: if joint = root then
13: l̂j ← lj + T j

14: else
15: T j ← T j + T parent

16: l̂j ← lj + T j

17: end if
18: end for
19: end for

Since the final ordered sequence of retargeted skeletons must
match the cartoon’s upper body motion, additional translations
are needed to integrate the four separate skeletons (head, torso,
left hand, right hand) into one and adjust its overall position.
First, every head skeleton in the generated ordered sequence, is
attached to the nose joint of the corresponding torso skeleton.
Similarly, the left hand and right hand skeletons are attached
to the left and right wrist joints, respectively. Then, a global
translation is applied to the unified skeletons, in order to align
them with the cartoon’s root reference joint, l̃root (see Sec. A).

https://youtu.be/SXFjdMlKEhE


C. Skeleton-to-Cartoon Image Generation

To generate the frames of the reproduced cartoon video, we
combine the pose information from the ordered sequence of
retargeted skeletons with the color sampling from the cartoon’s
reference image. The output frames are represented as 8-bit
RGB images where each joint is plotted as a disk with fixed
radius and assigned a fixed color. For a given joint j, its color
is the same as the RGB value of the reference cartoon image
at pixel coordinates (l̃jx , l̃jy ). Moreover, bone interpolation is
used as a data augmentation technique to include more skeleton
joints. The color and number of interpolated points along a
certain bone are both fixed. For their coloring, we first use
linear interpolation to generate their pixel coordinates in the
cartoon’s reference image. Then, each interpolated point is
given a fixed color in the same way that the tracked joints
were. This process is applied to every bone in the MediaPipe’s
Pose and Hand connections. For the face, we are based on the
triangular mesh representation used by MediaPipe and apply a
coloring of the mesh’s triangles, considering the transformed
vertex positions after retargeting.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In this section we conduct qualitative evaluations of our
proposed pipeline using multiple signers and source videos.
Please refer to the following link for a supplementary video
with the results: https://youtu.be/SXFjdMlKEhE.

To validate the effectiveness of our method we have
collected a small dataset of online American Sign Language
(ASL) videos from the Canadian Transportation Agency’s
YouTube channel. These include 6 SL users (3 males and
3 females) that vary in terms of their body structure. Then,
we proceeded to apply our method on the collected videos.
Figure 3 shows our method’s retargeting results for multiple
indicative frames from the input SL videos. As it can be seen,
our method succeeds in reliably transferring a wide range of
motions and articulations of the real signer to the cartoon
character. In particular, it is capable of successfully retargeting
the head, torso and hand movements as well as the handshape
and hand orientation. An important observation is also the fact
that our method mitigates body structure biases and works
reliably for a variety of different body types, generating a
consistent skeleton sequence with the same body structure as
the cartoon’s reference skeleton. On the other hand, we also
observe that our method does not always transfer the facial
expressions and mouthings reliably and some times fails to
preserve the correct spatial relation between the hands and the
face in the signing space. Finally, we also show a more detailed
view in Figure 4 where we also provide intermediate results of
our method, including the original signer’s extracted skeleton
and the cartoon’s retargeted skeleton.

Online demo: We have also implemented a lightweight near
real-time version of our method, in which we render only
the tracked facial landmarks and not the full face. Using
this lightweight version we have created an online web-demo
which can be found in https://robotics.ntua.gr/wp-content/
demos/sign-avatar/

Runtime analysis: We include in Table I a run-time analysis
of our method on a conventional CPU processor (Intel i3-4160
CPU). Note that neither skeleton tracking nor the retargeting

Step of the pipeline Lightweight version Full version
Face tracking & retargeting 12.3 12.3
Torso tracking & retargeting 0.8 0.8
Hands tracking & retargeting 0.7 0.7
Cartoon image generation 29.2 1464.4
Total 43.0 1478.2

TABLE I. RUN TIME ANALYSIS (TIME IN MS PER FRAME) OF THE
MAIN STEPS OF OUR CARTOONIZED ANONYMIZATION METHOD ON A

CONVENTIONAL CPU PROCESSOR.

Fig. 4. Intermediate and retargeted results. From left to right: input frame,
extracted skeleton, retargeted skeleton and reproduced frame.

algorithm require a GPU to run in real time. As we can see
from the Table, the most computationally intensive step is the
cartoon image generation. This computational bottleneck is
significantly reduced in the lightweight version of our method,
since it avoids the expensive rendering of the full face.

IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed a novel approach for anonymizing SL footage
based on the reproduction of their video data using a reference
cartoon character. Our method can also be useful for other
applications that require human to avatar motion retargeting
such as video gaming, AR/VR, tele-presence and performance
capture for animation movies. We have presented examples
of applying our method to a multitude of signers, in lengthy
videos of continuous signing. The presented results, supple-
mentary video and online demo demonstrate that our method
faithfully retargets the head, torso and hand movements from
any signer to the animated cartoon, working reliably and
consistently across signers of different genders and body struc-
tures. On the other hand, the results have also shown that our
approach has some limitations, mostly in terms of transferring
the facial actions and preserving the spatial relation between
the hands and face, which can pave the way for future work.
In the future, we also plan to conduct detailed quantitative
evaluations and user studies involving native SL users to assess
the performance of our method and compare it with other
approaches to SL anonymization.
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